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INTUITIVE CONFIGURATION
InterTalk’s ILS is configured in a standard web browser, 

using the ILS Web Admin. This allows easy remote 

access, control, management, device configuration, UX 

configuration, resource allocation, and monitoring of the 

entire system (among other functions), saving you valuable 

time in the field. Copies of the system database are 

maintained on all ILS servers, providing full geo-diversity 

configuration. Should connectivity be compromised 

in any manner, alarms and messaging stating as such 

are displayed on SysAdmin-configured console system 

displays – the system can be configured to have these 

network connectivity alerts display only on a Supervisor 

display, or across select or all operator positions in the 

Comms Center. 

THE HEART OF YOUR INTERTALK SOLUTION
The InterTalk™ Logistics Supervisor (ILS) is responsible for 

call management, database handling, call progress tones, 

audio mixing, filtering and level control. One ILS server 

acts as Master while the others act as Peers. If redundant 

operation is desired, InterTalk systems are equipped with 

a pair of ILS servers to ensure hot standby redundancy, 

providing five-9s (99.999%) availability. Either of the two 

machines can support the entire system operation. All 

ILS servers within the console system constantly check 

the health and error status of all other ILS servers. If a 

fault occurs on the Master ILS the system will instantly 

switch over to the Peer ILS, promoting the Peer to Master. 

The secondary (or Peer) ILS is constantly aware of the 

system state and maintains a mirrored copy of the system 

database.

FUNCTIONAL RAID MEMORY DUPLICATION
The redundant operation of the ILS servers surrounds 

the built-in duplication of core subsystems within each of 

the server computers. Each V-SERIES SERVER has dual 

hot-swappable power supplies and a Redundant Array of 

Independent Disks (RAID). Thus, the computer in question 

can suffer a complete power supply failure and not go 

out of service. Also, a disk crash or other drive-related 

issue in the V-SERIES SERVER will not cause the machine 

to stop operation. The failed drive in the RAID array can 

be hot swapped with a new drive and the RAID system 

will then automatically stripe across the new disk and 

rebuild the entire array. All this occurs with no interruption 

to normal ILS server operation. These types of hardware 

failures generate appropriate alarms, so no issue goes 

undetected.

INTELLEGENT SYSTEM HEALTH CHECKS
The ILS regularly checks the health of all radio gateways. 

If a gateway goes silent, the ILS issues a command to the 

system commanding it to switch the affected radio circuits 

to a backup gateway. Alarm messages are generated and 

maintained in the Alarm Log at the ILS. In addition, alarm 

messages are sent to one or more console positions as 

configured by the SysAdmin. In a situation where all console 

positions are connected on a WAN or similar network, the 

number of concurrent console applications 

that can be run is virtually unlimited. One 

(1) V-SERIES InterTalk Logistics Supervisor 

(ILS) server can support 100 consoles 

without issue.
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 SPECIFICATIONS V-SERIES SERVER C-SERIES SERVER A-SERIES / C-SERIES SERVER

INTERTALK PART NUMBER 550-1000 550-1500 550-1600

DUAL NETWORK INTERFACE 
CARD

YES
4 X 1 GB NICs

YES
2 X 1 GB NICs

YES

REDUNDANT PSU YES AVAILABLE NO

MEMORY 32 GB DDR4 32 GB DDR4 32 GB DDR4

STORAGE 1 TB SATA or SSD 1 TB SSD 1 TB SSD

PROCESSOR Xeon-D, 4 Core, 3.80GHz Xeon-D, 4 Core, 2.20GHz Intel Core i7-12700K, 12-Core  
12th Gen Alder Lake, 3.60GHz

OPERATING SYSTEM  RED HAT ENTERPRISE LINUX RED HAT ENTERPRISE LINUX RED HAT ENTERPRISE LINUX

POWER REQUIREMENTS (MAX) 4.50 (A) / 540 (W) 0.3 (A) / 36 (W) 0.63 (A) / 756 (W) 

COOLING REQUIRED 1842 BTU/h 615 BTU/h 2600 BTU/h

COOLING METHOD FAN FANLESS FAN

INPUT / OUPUT CONNECTIONS 2 X USB 3.0
2 X POWER SUPPLY INPUT
4 X 1GB NICs
1 X VGA
1 X iLO MANAGEMENT PORT

1 X INTERNAL USB 2.0 SOCKET
4 X USB 3.0
2 X RS-232/485/422
2 X USIM SOCKET
1 X VGA
1 X HDMI
1 X EXTERNAL FAN CONNECTOR
1 X STEREO AUDIO OUT
1 X MONO MIC

2 x USB (FRONT)
6 x USB (REAR)
1 x VGA 
1 x DUAL-LINK DVI
1 x HDMI 
1 x RJ45

ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATING TEMP:
10° C to 35° C

OPERATING TEMP:
0° C to 50° C

OPERATING TEMP:
10° C to 35° C

CHASSIS 2U RACK 7U RACK 2U RACK or PC ENCLOSURE
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